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manual vs automatic 6mt net infiniti g35 g37 gtr forums - an auto shifts to the right gear faster when the dumbass
beside you speeds up unexpectedly while you are doing a slow pass on the freeway you don t have to think about driving as
much with an auto my g is a manual all my other cars are auto s, infiniti g37 manual vs paddle shift which is better for 0
- time is very similar might be slightly different for different manufacturing model years i would point that in this situation you
will see much better 0 60 time in, manual vs semi automatic nissan forum nissan forums - which of the g35 s will fetch
more money when it s time to sell the auto or manual with the partial reserch i ve done isn t the g35 coupe the 6mt model is
the better model and it come with a manual transmission and brembo brakes vs the other models that offer the auto
transmission, g37s vs g37x it still runs - g37s vs g37x by rob wagner g37 trim levels were the base journey and x models
a seven speed automatic transmission was standard on the new g37 models but a six speed manual was available if
customers ordered the sport 6mt version hence the s in g37s options featured the premium package sport packages nav
package and tech, base g37 sedan faster than g37s coupe nissan forum - i am or at least thought i was a proud owner
of a 2009 g37s coupe manual i just got my car back from infiniti after my instrument panel cluster took a dump i know i m
lucky right anyhow while they were repairing my car i was given a 2009 g37 sedan automatic driving the sedan vs my car
felt soo different, automatic paddle shifter vs manual response time 370z - i know for a fact that the automatic is a
hundred or so pounds heavier than the manual and uses a torque converter which is not very fast compared to most
modern sports cars that use a dual clutch transmission if you re talking 0 60 the automatic is just a hair faster with roughly 1
2 second shifts, you should buy an infiniti g37 instead of a q50 jalopnik - the g37 sedan will continue on with its current
form and name alongside the q50 until 2015 infiniti says you should buy an infiniti g37 instead of a q50 the manual
transmission on the
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